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A nationwide terrorist attack has left the country in shambles and the country's transportation

capabilities are crippled beyond repair. Frank Richards barely escapes with his life when he

watches his truck explode in front of his eyes. As chaos descends across the country, Frank's

home-grown survival and preparedness training and the help of a mysterious stranger he meets are

the only things he can rely on to see him safely across the thousand miles separating him and his

loved ones.Frank Richards has been an accountant for most of his life, but when the economy took

a turn for the worse he was forced to take the only job he could find - driving tractor-trailers

cross-country. Thanks to his parents being dyed-in-the-wool prepper and survival experts he's

learned enough to keep him alive. If he wants to make it from Maine to Texas, though, he'll have to

figure out how to get along with the mysterious stranger that he's picked up along the way. With

skills as strange as her background, Linda's far more prepared than Frank to survive in a fallen

world. But in a world with no safety, no security and no sanctuary it takes more than one person to

survive.No Sanctuary is a post-apocalyptic thriller/survival series that asks the "what if" question that

lurks in the back of everyone's mind. What if there was another attack? What if it was larger than

any other? What would you do if it came without warning?No Sanctuary is planned to be a series

that will contain 7 novel-length books, published once every 4-6 weeks.
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It was a good read. Entertaining. I wish there was more.

I liked the book and will order the next in the series. The book seemed long winded and then it got

short.

A very good read. I had to keep making time to get back to reading to story.

If you are looking for something new and fresh to read you have to try out this new series.

I wanted to like the book, but the protagonists are idiots. As an example, when they are surrounded

at night by methheads (who stand in the open illuminated by the flashlights that they hold and

backlit by the truck that they set on fire), the protagonists do not shoot - they wait for the methheads

to take the initiative and burn them out.The cataclysm initiated by terrorists is never really explained

(they come across destroyed trucks every couple of miles, but apparently the terrorists only planted

bombs in a few hundred trucks - ?. Given the inability of people to keep a secret, how can a

terrorists (numbers never described) plant sufficient bombs in the U.S. to bring down the entire

national infrastructure without ever giving police a hint of their existence? The author used the

terrorists as a deus ex machina to set up a situation that is implausible.$3.99 for a 115 page book is

also pretty expensive - especially when the plot is absurd.I could go on about the plot absurdities,

but the bottom line is that the book was too far fetched to enjoy and the protagonists too stupid to

like.

Frank is returning to his tractor trailer after a hasty lunch when it blows up. It is not alone: several

others in the drive in car park also explode, killing some and injuring others, something which is

repeating all over the country. But news is patchy as the media, with the power, dies, too.No

Sanctuary follows Frank, one of the 'good ones"' (he's really an accountant, forced into truck driving

after redundancy some months before), and Jane, a secretive loner, paranoid, ex-military woman,

as they try to travel 'home'. Simply written and easy to read, the recounting of Frank and Jane's



travels is interspersed with chapters, in italics, which the author calls interludes, telling the wider

story of the terrorism and it's aftermath, a clever devise allowing the author to feed the reader

further information without overloading the basic tale.The characters of the two unusual main

protagonists emerge slowly as they encounter variedl circumstances and very different people in

this, the first of what promises to be an exciting series.With things definitely hotting up for our two

heroes, I look forward to book two. Recommended

Excellent story line well written with believable characters. Hope to see many more in this series. It

would make a great tv series.

Loved the book. Not the price.Pro;The story is good. Fast paced and interesting. The characters are

pretty good. I bought the 1st two in the set.. I enjoyed reading it.Con; I don't like chapter stories.

Especially at $3.99 for 120 pages. I'm two chapters in and at 7.98 we have no idea how far it will go.

]This is where my story ends..
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